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ABSTRACT
Objective: Design a method to measure weight and center of gravity ( C.G. ) location for
Space Station Modules by adding sensors to the existing Rack Insertion End Effector (RIEE).
Accomplishments: Alternative sensor placement schemes are organized into categories.
Vendors were queried for suitable sensor equipment recommendations. Inverse mathematical
models for each category determine expected maximum sensor loads. Sensors are selected using
these computations, yielding cost and accuracy data. Accuracy data for individual sensors are
inserted into forward mathematical models to estimate the accuracy of an overall sensor scheme.
Cost of the schemes can be estimated. Ease of implementation and operation are discussed.
SUMMARY
Scope: Non-experimental assessment of competing sensor placement schemes to determine
accuracy, cost, installation and operational characteristics of selected alternatives.
Range of variables:
Constraints:
Measured weight
" C.G.
Rack weight:
C.G. envelope:
Sensor ranges:
" accuracies:
within +/-- 0.2 % of actual weight
" " 0.4 in. of " C.G.
250 < Wr < 1750 lbs.
6.3 x 4.6 x 11.4 ins.
500, 1000, 2000 Ibs. ( off-the-shelf )
0.05 % of full scale ( " " "maximum)
Results: Selected sensor schemes are evaluated for accuracy, cost, ease of integration with the
existing RIEE, and impact on operations. Selections were based on the ability of a scheme to
provide features contributing to one or more of the above benefits: accuracy is improved if the
ratio of rack to lift weight is maximized; sensor cost is minimized by using Load Cells;
integration is easiest with Load Pins replacing those in the existing RIEE; operations are easier
if the Interface Plate ( 500 lbs. ) is included in the lift weight. Separate sensor schemes
maximizing each of these desirable features are compared.
Accuracy specifications could only be satisfied for rack weights approaching the upper
limit ( 1750 Ibs.) of the load range using "off-the-shelf" sensor equipment.
Locating the C.G. within the specified 0.4" was within the capability of "off-the-shelf" sensors.
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IINTRODUCTION
I. 1 OBJECTIVE
Design a method to measure weight and center of gravity ( C.G. ) location for Space Station
Resupply Module Racks by adding sensors to the existing Rack Insertion End Effector (RIEE).
1.2 MOTIVATION
Current plans for weight and C.G. measurement require placement of the 1 x 1 x 2 m, half
moon shaped racks ( weighing as much as 1750 lbs. ), Figure 1.1, in a special stand
instrumented with load cells. Racks will have to be located on the stand in two positions if two
sets of readings are required. Then the racks are to be transferred to the RIEE for installation
into the space station resupply module. Measuring weight and C.G. while the rack is attached
to the RIEE will eliminate the need for a separate measurement stand. Time will be reduced
by one rack reposition and two rack transfer operations.
1.3 SCOPE
Non-experimental assessment of competing sensor placement schemes to determine accuracy,
cost, installation and operational characteristics of selected alternatives.
Range of variables:
Specified by NASA:
Accuracy:
Measured weight
" C.G.
Constraints:
Rack weight:
C.G. envelope:
Specified by vendors:
Sensor ranges:
" accuracies:
within +/-- 0.2 % of actual weight
" 0.4 in. of " C.G.
250 < Wr < 1750 lbs.
6.3 x 4.6 x 11.4 ins.
500, 1000, 2000 lbs. ( off-the-shelf )
0.05 % of full scale ( _ " "maximum)
1.4 MODULE
Space station resupply modules are pressurized cylindrical containments of approximately
4m diameter x 4m length. They contain 16 quarter cylinder, moon shaped segments called
racks, Figure 1.2 . Racks are lm in axial thickness so that 4 sets of 4 segments fill the
module. Access to the module is thru a 2.4m diameter hatch in the bulkhead at the end.
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1.5 RACK
"U.S. Standard Equipment Rack ( is described in the ) Interface Development Document",[1].
Figure 1.1 shows the coordinate system used for the rack. Xr coordinate measures from the
left side of the rack in the direction of the module cylindrical axis. Yr coordinate measures
parallel to a radius, perpendicular to a plane thru the module center line. Zr measures from
the rack base orthogonal to Xr and Yr.
Figure 1.2 shows the rack attached to the Rack Insertion End Effector ( RIEE ) in the inclined
position necessary for insertion thru the bulkhead access hatch.
Figure 1.3 shows th e specified C.M. ( Center of Mass is the same as the Center of Gravity,
C.G.) envelope for the larger ( 1543 Ibm ) of 2 rack specifications. The envelop for the
smaller ( 882 Ibm ) is slightly more generous.
Figure 1.4 shows the location of Rack Attach Points. Only points G,H,E,F, at the corners of
the frontal plane can be used by the RIEE to manipulate the rack.
1.6 RACK INSERTION
Semi-robotic installation of racks into the module is accomplished with a large, 3 d.o.f. (degree
of freedom), robotic positioning device supporting a 6 d.o.f., manually operated end-effector
weighing 2 tons.
ORU Handling Device is the designation of the robot [2]. Its main feature is a large beam,
telescoping in the Xr direction, on which the end-effector is mounted. Smaller Yr & Zr
translations are permitted.
RIEE is the designation of the manual end-effector [3]. The rack is mounted on the RIEE
interface plate by 4 bolts that pass thru holes at the corners of the 1 x 2m plate to screw into
threaded holes in the rack at attach points G,H,E,F on the rack front panel. Rack and Plate thus
assembled in a vertical position are then tilted by the RIEE to an angle of 35 deg (as on the left
in Figure 1.5) so that both may pass thru the module access hatch as shown in Figure 1.2.
On the inside, the rack is returned to vertical as it is placed into its functional location.
1.7 RIEE
Rack and interface plate combination are supported at 3 points. A retractable jack strut
between end-effector frame and plate cross-member controls tilt angle. Two variable length
arm beams lift pivot points at the base of the plate. These are in turn lifted by 2 turnbuckle
tensile struts. Varying degrees of displacement are provided in surge and heave adjustments.
Pitch of 35 deg with much smaller amounts of roll and yaw rotations are also accommodated.
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SENSOR SCHEMES
2.1 ALTERNATIVES
Sensor placement schemes, suggested by interested personnel from NASA/KSC Special Projects
Branch / Robotics Laboratory, were organized into 4 categories, Figure 2.1, with some
variations on each theme:
2.1.1 ONE BIG F / T. A single, heavy lift, Force / Torque sensor placed between robot and
end-effector offers simplicity of installation requiring no modifications to either. Servicing the
sensor is facilitated by its location, remote from higher activity areas close to the rack.
Off-the-shelf F/T sensors of the specification required ( F = 4,000 lbs / T = 96,000 lb-ins )
are unavailable. Custom construction of such a sensor has been estimated at $150,000 with a
36" diameter and measurement error on the order of +/-- 100 Ibs.
Another approach calls for building the F/T device from 6 load cells statically arranged in a
Stewart Platform configuration. Load cells are relatively inexpensive. Their would be flexibility
to trade-off bending against torque capacity using strut angle parameters to achieve a design
tailored to this application. I am told this scheme has been tried unsuccessfully before but I have
no information on the details of the trial.
2.1.2 TWO PIVOT F / T. Placing sensors at the interface plate pivot points puts them within
the commercially available range ( F = 2000 lbs / T = 2000 lb-ins ) with several vendors from
which to choose. Costs range from $15 to 30,000 for the pair depending on the extent of
customization. Accuracies on the order of 1.0 lb. or less are possible. Choice of 2
computational procedures depends on whether the sensors are fixed to the interface plate, or arm
support beam part of the pivot hinges. Some measurement redundance can be added by
installing a load pin at the upper end of the jack strut.
2.1.3 THREE LOAD PINS. Replacing ball-clevis pins in the RIEE with load pins offers the
potential of minimum impact on the existing hardware. Cost on the order of $4,000 renders
this the least expensive of all alternatives. Redundant computation is possible but no redundant
measurements are available without abandoning the simplicity of just replacing the pins.
2.1.4 FOUR LOAD CELLS mounted in orthogonal pairs at the lower outside corners of the
interface plate such that they support only the rack and a load bar, read the lowest lift forces
( as seen by sensors ), therefore offer the highest potential accuracy. Cost of approximately
$5,000 is expected. Computations for this method ( and 2.1.2 interface mounted F/T ) do not
depend on knowing the plate tilt angles precisely as do other computational methods.
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2.2 ACCURACY
Sensor scheme error is dependant on component errors in: force measurement, dimensional
parameters ( c.g. of end-effector parts and load point locations ) and friction effects. This non-
experimental study attempts to access only the overall effect on accuracy that might be expected
as a result of errors in force measurement. Dimensions are still in a state of flux.
Approximations have been made, where required, based on information made available. No
attempt has been made to measure or quantify errors that may be introduced by dimensional
uncertainty or friction in suspension linkages.
2.2.1 RANGE DEPENDANCE. Scheme accuracy is dependant on component sensor error.
Sensor load range must be specified before error ( almost universally a % of range ) can be
known. Range is determined by the maximum load a sensor will experience over the total
measurement process. An inverse computation ( i.e. given rack weight and C.G. location, find
forces in the end-effector where sensors are located ) is used to establish range information.
This is done by assuming the maximum allowable rack weight and C.G. off-set ( from geometric
symmetry plane of both rack and end-effector ). Sensor placements that result in statically
indeterminant inverse solutions make range determination a function of structural rigidity. This
would be true, for example, with sensors placed between rack and plate at all 4 Rack Attach
Points in Figure 1.4. Simplicity suggests these be excluded from consideration.
2.2.2 SENSOR SELECTION. Nominal range specifications are usually in increments of 100,
500, 1000, 5000 etc. for off-the-shelf equipment. Maximum expected sensor load is thus
rounded up to the nearest available range. This and the physical sensor dimensions that will
fit in the space available are absolute requirements. Beyond these, trade-offs between cost,
accuracy, availability, service, ease of installation and operation are among considerations that
are less clear cut.
2.2.3 SENSOR ACCURACY. Error components are normally broken down into various
categories: non-linearity, hysteresis, non-repeatability, temperature effects on output and zero.
These are usually expressed as a percent of the specified full scale sensor range. An overall
error parameter is obtained by combining the various categories as the square root of the sum
of squared component values. This emphasizes larger error sources and minimizes the impact
of minor ones. It is less conservative than simple summation of component errors.
2.2.4 SCHEME ACCURACY, Forces at sensor locations are found using the inverse
solutions discussed in 2.2.1 above. The overall error parameter multiplied by the sensor range
at each sensor location is added to the force there computed from the inverse solution. Thus
modified to reflect possible error, these forces are inputs to the forward solutions resulting in
an estimate(s) of weight and C.G. location. Comparison with the original values, assumed as
inputs to the inverse solution, yields an estimate of errors the chosen sensor scheme might
produce. These can be compared with specified allowable error. Maximum error can be
explored by examining the extremes of allowable weight at the vertices of the C.G. envelope.
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2.3 MODELS
2.3.1 IMPLEMENTATION. All model computations were made with MathCAD version 2.5.
Final models to be used with the hardware should include "if- then" logic for testing +/--
conditions. This would allow a better assessment of "worst case" accuracy where force errors
combine with true values so they amplify rather than cancel thus reflecting maximum error that
may be expected. Further investigation would be expedited with "do-loop" capability.
As matters stand, force error magnitude is merely added to the actual force regardless of its
sign. To obtain maximum possible error estimates, manual insertion of error signs is required
after signs of actual forces have been computed. Exploration of all possibilities would result in
a sizable matrix of solutions. Time permits only sample solution development with tools
currently being used. Sample computations are appended and referenced where appropriate.
2.3.2 SAMPLES. Preliminary investigation indicated the most difficult specification to satisfy
would be measuring weight to within .2 % of the actual value as the rack approaches an
empty weight ( Wr=250 lbs). As the ratio of pay-load / lift-load approaches zero the errors
become unbounded. For this reason schemes that minimize tare weight are considered first:
2.3.2.1 Rack Alone. Suspension of the rack alone was not possible within given
constraints. Suspension from the 4 attach points shown in Figure 1.4 and discussed in section
1.5 above would result in a statically indeterminant problem rendering an inverse model
difficult to solve. Using only 3 attach points would be determinant. This was disallowed
because such an asymmetric lift could distort ( or deform ) the rack frame.
2.3.2.2 Rack & Bar. Approximation of rack alone suspension uses a lift bar spanning
the upper 2 attach points, Figure 2.2. A bar-mounted, load bearing strut is placed perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the bar at its middle. This allows a symmetric, 3 point, determinant
suspension. Strut angle can be adjusted to balance loads on sensors as the interface plate moves
from the vertical to an inclined position. Reduction of the required load range to improve
accuracy is the result. A load cell in this strut would supply a redundant reading as a check.
Orthogonal pairs of load cell struts between rack and interface plate at the lower attach points
completes the suspension and measurement scheme. Suspension of the rack without bolting it
to the interface plate presents some installation and operational complications. An adequate,
determinant suspension would permanently join the pair of ball/clevis ended ortho-struts to each
other at a single ball with a hollow pin, Figure 2.3. An additional clevis yoke would be bolted
to the rack attach point with a revolute joint between. At the time of mating rack to plate, this
yoke would be attached to the permanently assembled ortho-struts with a "slip-pin" thru the
permanent hollow pin. This arrangement allows both concentric clevis pins to share the same
axis. A "sway bar" along the plate bottom constrains the ortho-strut pairs so their axes remain
in a vertical plane, Figure 2.3. An alternative to load cells substitutes a single F/T sensor for
each load cell pair. Only one ball/clevis at each location is required. See Appendix A.
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2.3.2.3 Rack & Plate. Bolting rack to plate as intended by the RIEE designers
simplifies the attachment operation. Plate weight of 500 lbs increases the lift and therefore
sensor range required. Modification of the plate, thou not required, would be beneficial if the
tare weight could be significantly reduced. The rack-plate unit may be treated as a 3 point
determinant suspension with the jack-strut supporting in the middle of the plate and 2 plate-
pivot hinges providing reactions at the bottom of the plate, Figure 2.4. One F/T sensor at each
pivot hinge is sufficient to extract all necessary information. A load-pin at the upper end of the
jack would give a redundant check.
Plate mounted sensors may be attached to the plate side of the pivot hinge. Model computations
would be similar to those in Appendix A for the Rack & Bar case but with different geometric
parameters and mass combinations. Since the sensors tilt with the rack-plate so does the
reference frame. The sensors see a weight vector that changes its angle of incidence equal to
the tilt. Plate angles need not be known ( except for the redundant check ) but should be
separated as far as possible.
Arm mounted sensors may be attached to the arm side of the pivot hinge. Model computations
are given in Appendix B. Sensors are fixed as is the reference frame. When the plate tilts,
computational procedure is the same but a coordinate transformation is required to relate back
to the vertical position of the plate. The method depends on interface-plate and jack-strut angles,
one set of which must be for the vertical position. This introduces an additional source of
operational error. Information on expected angular measurement error is not currently available.
Accuracy assessments made here do not reflect this possibility.
2.3.2.4 Rack-Plate & Arms. Replacement of existing ball-clevis pins with load-pins
would require the least modification of existing hardware. Load pins are unidirectional. If the
direction of applied load differs from pin orientation by more than 15 deg, readings are
unpredictable. This limits their use to struts ( i.e. 2-force members ) where the load direction
is known to be parallel to a line between the end attach points. Plate pivot and arm-elbow pins
do not qualify. A 5-point suspension of 3 rigid members, consisting of the rack-plate and
both arms, is determinant. Pins are replaced at the jack-strut upper end and lower ends of the
2 turnbuckle struts. These 3 members are the only 2-force members in the end effector.
They are sufficient for all computations. Any attempt at adding redundancy would destroy the
simplicity of the installation. More geometric information is required for this computation than
the previous ones. It depends, as does the Rack & Plate with arm mounted sensors, on the
accuracy of angles, locations of plate & arm centers of mass, and load points, Figure 2.5 . It
is difficult to obtain both forward and inverse solutions from the Rack-Plate & Arms taken as
a single unit. Rather writing equations for the individual members is more fruitful especially
since the solutions for the Rack & Plate in Appendix B can be used as part of the solution for
this problem together with additional equations representing the arm beams.
2.3.2.5 Higher Tare Weights. All other schemes involving higher lift weights have not
been evaluated because of the adverse trend of error measured as a percent of rack weight.
",,,.,...,.t
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RESULTS
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3.1 SAMPLES
Computations exhibited in the appendices were for the largest rack weight with a maximum
allowed off-center C.G. at an upper right vertex No. 2. These give a good indication of
maximum sensor load. Sensor ranges were determined by rounding up to the next available
size. Vendors were queried for suitable sensor equipment recommendations.
3.2 RANGES
3.2.1 RACK & BAR. ( with the least tare weight has the lowest ranges )
Vertical Load Cell range: 913 lbs max rounded up to: 1000 lbs
Horizontal " " " • 490 " " " " " 500 "
3.2.2 RACK & PLATE.
Vertical F/T range: 1592 lbs max rounded up to: 2740 Ibs
Horizontal " " 197 " " " " " 1140 "
Note: The F/T data is for a custom sensor. It is a package that does not allow
independent choice of vertical and horizontal force ranges. To achieve the
indicated performance this 3.1" diameter unit must be oriented with its axis
in the direction of maximum load. It may be worth exploring the possibility
of a custom F/T sensor with lower ranges that are closer to those needed.
3.2.3 RACK- PLATE & ARMS.
Jack Strut Load Pin range: 994 lbs max rounded up to: 1000 lbs
Turnbuckle " " " 3313 " " " " " 3500 "
Note: Ranges for off-the-shelf Load Pins were 1500, 3000, 6000 lbs which are so far
from the required ranges as to prejudice any comparison with the other
alternatives. Values shown were substituted assuming that custom load pins
would be possible and worth the effort if this case is selected for further
development.
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3.3 ACCURACIES
3.3.1 MAXIMUM RACK WEIGHT. The best accuracies are expected using the load for
which the range was selected, Wr=1750 lbs. The sample calculations in the appendices
compute these results for Vertex 2 of the C.G. envelope ( xr=24.15, yr=59.80, zr=45.7 ).
Note that two estimates, one for each plate angle, are produced for most quantities. However
when the sensors are plate mounted, equations from both plate positions are needed to obtain
a single assessment of the y and z-coordinates.
3.3.1.1 Rack & Bar. erWr = .074 %, .064 %
erx = -.002 in. both
ery = .006 _
erz = .009 "
erv = .011 "
compared with .2 % allowable
" .4 in. "
ii Tv i_ TI
H 11 n T!
( vector sum of coordinate errors )
Weight error is about a third of that allowed.
C.G. error is more than an order of magnitude less than the requirement.
3.3.1.2 Rack & Plate. erWr = .059 %, -. 164 %
erx = -.001 in., .003 in.
ery = .016 _ .035 "
erz = .038 " .022 "
erv = .041 " .041 "
compared with .2 % allowable
" " .4 in.
Tf vv 11 v!
( vector sum of coordinate errors )
Weight error is about a third of that allowed.
C.G. error is about an order of magnitude less than the requirement.
3.3.1.3 Rack-Plate
& Arms.
erWr = 1.839 %, 1.928 %
erx = -.035 in.,-.036 in.
ery = -.242 " .118 "
erz=-.551 " -.590 "
erv = .603 _ .603 _
compared with .2 % allowable
" " .4 in. "
rl _ M
( vector sum of coordinate errors )
Weight error violates the allowable by nearly an order of magnitude.
C.G. error violates the allowable by about 50 %.
3.3.2 DATA TREND. For these three quite different sensor placement schemes, desirable
performance correlates inversely with sensor range and directly with the ratio of pay-load / lift-
load. These are, of course, both manifestations of the same phenomenon.
Correlation with the pay/lift ratio is very evident as it approaches zero.
53.
3.3.3 MINIMUM RACK WEIGHT. The worst accuracies can be expected with minimum
rack weight, Wr=250 lbs. Results given below are for Vertex 2 of the C.G. envelope.
Note the envelope for smaller rack weights of mass less than 882 Ibm, is larger than that for
maximum rack weight. Vertex 2 moves out to ( xr=26.50, yr=61.50, zr=50.00 ).
3.3.3.1 Rack & Bar. erWr = .515 %, .448 %
erx - -.020 in., -.017 in.
cry = .039 "
erz = .024 "
erv = .050 "
compared with .2 % allowable
" " .4 in. "
tt n _ Vv
( vector sum of coordinate errors )
Weight error is more than double the allowable.
C.G. error is less than allowed by nearly an order of magnitude.
3.3.3.2 Rack & Plate. erWr = .411%, -1.166 % compared with .2 % allowable
erx = -.003 in., .007 in. " " .4 in. "
cry = .053 " .165 " " " " "
erz = -.212 " -. 143 .....
erv = .219 " .218 " ( vector sum of coordinate errors )
Weight error is more than double the allowable.
C.G. error is about half of that allowed.
3.3.3.3 Rack-Plate
& Arms.
erWr =12.87 %, 13.50
erx = -.075 in.,-.079
cry = -.385 " .547
erz =-1.503 "-1.452
erv = 1.553 " 1.554
% compared with .2 % allowable
in. " " .4 in. "
U II _ 11 vv
" ( vector sum of coordinate errors )
Weight error violates the allowable by more than an order of magnitude.
C.G. error violates the allowable by nearly a factor of 4.
3.4 ALLOWABLES
Data presented indicates that it is much easier to satisfy the absolute limit for C.G. error of .4in
than the variable .2 % error for the weight. The problem is measurement range. Percent error
is a difficult standard to apply to measurement when the range of interest approaches zero. If
zero is included it is impossible. The cost is not accompanied by a commensurate benefit.
Empty racks are less likely to affect the overall resupply module's weight and C.G. yet the cost
of their measurement is likely to be high if error is expressed as a fixed percent of the true
value.
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4.1
IV
CONCLUSIONS
4.2
4.3
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
o Three models representing different sensor placement schemes, each with its own
computational method, were developed.
o Inverse solutions, assuming known weight and C.G. location extremes, were used
to determine maximum expected sensor load so that sensor load ranges could be
selected.
o Forward solutions predict overall expected sensor error from each scheme based
solely on component errors of sensors employed. Other error sources such as
friction, dimensional and angular measurement error were not investigated.
CONCLUSIONS
o Sensor load range is the major determinant of component sensor error.
Lift weight determines load range therefore low lift weight is desirable.
o Error limits are easily satisfied for the highest rack weights but are far more
difficult to satisfy for an empty rack.
o Error as a percent of weight increases rapidly as the weight approaches zero.
It becomes unbounded if the load range includes zero.
o Cost of measuring near empty racks to the current specification is not
accompanied by a commensurate benefit.
RECOMMENDATIONS
o Retain the simple four bolt mating of rack to interface plate as intended by the
designers of the rack insertion end effector.
o Isolate the rack-plate with plate mounted force/torque sensors at the plate pivots.
o Lighten the interface plate.
o Negotiate fixed error limits based on maximum or expected rack weights
rather than the current variable limits based on percent of weight measured.
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APPENDIX A
PLATE MOUNTED SENSORS
3 Point Suspension of Rack and Bar
with Inclined Central Support Strut
Vertex := 2
INVERSE COMPUTATION
Weights:
Rack: Wr := 1750 lbs. Support Strut Bar: wb := 50 ibs.
Total Lift: W := Wr + wb
Angle of Tilt: i := 0 ..i
Angle of Strut: _ := 30-deg
Center of Mass Location:
Rack
Coordinates:
xrc :=
Total Lift
Coordinates:
3
W = 1.8.10
8 :=
i
Local Rack
Coordinates:
xr := xrc 21
1 1
xr := xrc 42 + 3
2 2
xr := xrc 2.75
3 3
xr .Wr + Xb -wb
J J
xt :=
j w
IbS.
deg :-
Coordinate
Indices:
180
5 := i . m 3
Support Strut Bar
Coordinates :
Xb :=
xt
_ J
t3.o62 t20.222
[43.757]
Center of Mass Location: x := xt
1
y := xt
2
z := xt
3
Load Point Distances: X := 19.7 Y := 0.0 Z := 72.0
Weight Components:
WYi := W-sin[81][ J Wz := W. cos[Oi][ Ji
Reaction at Strut:
Reactions Right:
y.Wz - z.Wy
i i
S :=
i Z- cos (_)
S
i
Vr
i
Reactions Left :
x
V1 := Vr - -- Wz
i i X i
Wz S
i [ X] _:= --- i + - ---sin(_)2 2
Vr
i
893.9791 426 I
Vl
i
t614. 148 I684. 209 I
}{r
i
HI
i
Wy
i
°-
2
:= Hr
i
S
.... i + ÷ ---cos(C)
2
Hr
i
i252. 778489. 80 I
X
- --"Wy
X i HI
i
I 252.7783--_3o8 t
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Vertex = 2
3
Wr = 1.75-i0
3 Point Suspension of Rack and Bar
with inclined Central Support Strut
page 2
FORWARD COMPUTATION
Measurement Error
Allowance:
Load Cell
Accuracy: Ac := .05 %
Force Error:
Ac Ac
6V := Vrng--- 6H := Hrng---
100 100
Range: Vrng := i000 Hrng := 500 ibs
Reaction Readings with Maximum Errors:
vr := Vr + 6V Hr := Hr + OH
i i i i
Vl := Vl + 6V HI := HI + 6H
i i i i
Reaction Combinations: Reaction Differences:
Vs := Vr + V1 Hs := Hr + HI
i i i i i i
Vd := Vr - Vl
i i i
Hd := Hr - HI
i i i
Reaction at Strut,
Computed:
Weights, Computed:
S :=
i
Vd .Hs - Vs .Hd
i i i i
Vd -cos(4) + Hd .sin(4)
i i
S
i
1584-3431
-246.488
Wy := Hs - S .cos(4)
i i i
Wz := Vs + S .sin(_)
i i i
I 2 2Wyz := Wy + Wz
i _ i i 801. I0
Center of Mass,
Computed:
Given
X X
xv :- Vd xh .-
i Wz i 1 Wy
i 1
y01 := y z01 := z
y01. Wz z01-Wy - Z.S .cos(4)
0 0 0
... Hd
I
xv
i
xh = 3.061
1
xh = singular
0
y01.Wz - z01.Wy - Z-S -cos(4)
1 1 1
y011
z01] := Find(y01,z01)
y01 = 20.228
z01 = 43.766
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Vertex = 2
3
Wr = 1.75.10
3 Point Suspension of Rack and Bar
with Inclined Central Support Strut
page 3
V
ERROR ESTIMATES
Weight Error: Center of Mass Error:
Wyz - W erx
i i
erWr :- i00
i Wr
:= xv x
i
erWr erx
i i
% co_aredwith
.2 % allowable .4 in.
in.
compared
with
allowable
ery := y01 - y
erz := z01 - z
ery = 0.006
erz = 0.009
.4 in.
V
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APPENDIX B
ARM MOUNTED SENSORS
Rack & Plate, 3 Point Suspension
with Inclined Central Support Jack
Vertex := 2
INVERSE COMPUTATION
weights:
Rack: Wr := 1750 ibs.
Total Lift: W := Wr + Wp
3
W = 2.25.10
Angles : Plate: 8 :=
i
Angle of Strut: 10"00ddde_q35.0-
Center of Mass Location:
Plate: Wp := 500 Ibs.
Indices: i := 0 ..I j := 1 ..3
Conversion: deg .-
180
Jack: _ :=
i
44.2. deg_ ?78 5- deq ] ?
Rack Local Rack Local Plate
Coordinates: Coordinates: Coordinates:
xrc := xr := xrc - 21 Xp :=
xr := xrc - 42 - 3.5
2 2
xr := xrc - 3.8 according
3 3 to
Total Lift Local Alan Littlefield
Coordinates: xr -Wr + Xp -Wr xt
J J
When
Xt : =
j W
Load Point Locations
Local Coordinates:
let
O = 0 x := xt y
0 o 1 0
8 = 0.611 x := x y
1 1 0 1
z
1
J
7.622
58.256
:= Xt z := xt
2 0 3
:= Y0" COS[81] - z0" sin[81]
Y0sink°iJ+ z0co_[0j
When let Side:
0 = 0 X := i0.0
0 0
O = 0.611 X := i0.0
1 1
Reactions at Jack:
Jh
i
Jv
i
y -W
i
Center:
Jh
i
I Ii 386.732
Y := -6.625 Z := 37.16
0 0
1 sin[elJ+z .cos[eijZ Y •1 0 0
x y z
i i i
17.622 256I52. Q92 I
Jv X Y Z
i i i i
f
1.901'10
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Vertex = 2
3
Wr -- 1.75.10
Rack & Plate, 3 Point Suspension
with Inclined Central Support Jack
page 2
Reactions at Hinges:
W
Pvr := --
Pvr i 2
i
1. 592" 10
" 450.2
_] Jvi
1 +
2
Phr := -.5.Jh
x i i
i
Pvl := _ - ---W Phl := -.5-Jh
i i X i i
Pvl i Phr
i i
1.041.10 -1931366 1
-101.05
FORWARD COMPUTATION
Resolutions of
Force/Torque 6Fz := 1.0 ibs.
Sensors: 6Fxy := 0.5 ibs.
Load Point Off-Set Limit:
Fz := Pvr Fxy := Phr
i i i i
Reaction Jack
Computed:
Jhi :=-[Phri + Phl ]i
Weight, Computed:
Wc := Pvr + Pvl + Jv
i
Center of Mass,
Computed:
i i i
X
i
I-
xci "- Wc [IPvri -
i
2C :=
0
Yc0-cos[el]
xc
i
2.4491
2.453 I
sin [81]
 li]
yc
1
yc
i
7.638-27.135 I
Force Readings with Maximum Errors:
Pvr := Pvr + 6Fz Pvl := Pvl + bFz
i i i i
Phr := Phr + 6Fxy Phl := Phl + 6Fxy
i i i i
I zo
2000 Fzi i
Zo := • 1 -- 14.247 1i Fxy 2740J _§[_2
i ( use minimum
absolute value )
Jh Jv := Jh 'tanr_i]LJ jvi i i i
ZC :=
1
Y 'Jv - Z .Jh
i i i i
Wc
i
P _
yC _ yC " COS lel|L 30 1
sin[el]
zc wc
i i
, 82171 3152 •07 2 •251- i0 3
2. 247- I0
.
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Vertex = 2
3
Wr = 1.75.10
Rack & Plate, 3 Point Suspension
with Inclined Central Support Jack
page 3
Weight Error:
erWr .-
i
erWr
i
0. 059
-0. 167
.2%
Wc W
i
i00
Wr
% comparedwith
allowable
ERROR ESTIMATES
Center of Mass Error:
erx := xc - x ery := yc - y
i i i i i i
erx ery
i i
_ compared
• . with , _._o_,
•4 in. allowable .4 in.
erz := zc - z erz
i i i i
-0.022
.4 in.
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